The concept of three-dimensional ͑3D͒ photovoltaics is explored computationally using a genetic algorithm to optimize the energy production in a day for arbitrarily shaped 3D solar cells confined to a given area footprint and total volume. Our simulations demonstrate that the performance of 3D photovoltaic structures scales linearly with height, leading to volumetric energy conversion, and provides power fairly evenly throughout the day. Furthermore, we show that optimal 3D structures are not simple box-like shapes, and that design attributes such as reflectivity could be optimized using three-dimensionality.
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Significant efforts in materials selection and optimization of solar cell designs has led to three generations of photovoltaic ͑PV͒ architectures, 1-6 in which organic and inorganic materials are arranged to maximize exciton generation, and charge separation, transport, and collection based on the known physical processes taking place in the device. 7 Within this design space, the use of three-dimensionality has been confined to the nanostructuring of high-efficiency active layers 8 or to the micron scale arrangement of stacked layers in the cell. The pursuit of cost reduction well below the threshold of 1 $/W 5,6 leaves no room for materials waste in most cases of technological interest. As a clear consequence, the planar arrangement of increasingly thin flat panels 9 has always been adopted to optimize the generated power-tomaterial ratio and avoid intercell shading. The flat panel shape also facilitates straightforward rooftop installation and is well suited to standard large-scale semiconductor fabrication techniques. The paradigm of the flat, quasi-twodimensional solar cell has rarely been challenged.
Nevertheless, there are some practical situations and scenarios in which deviation from this scheme to include threedimensionality on a macroscopic scale could prove relevant. A three-dimensional photovoltaic ͑3DPV͒ structure can absorb more light and generate more power than a flat panel of the same area footprint, which could prove useful in circumstances where the available area is limited. In addition, the introduction of three-dimensionality in PV could enable alternative fabrication routes, such as those based on 3D selfassembly of cheap and foldable substrates, 10 and may have the potential to lower installation costs. If we succeed in realizing a future of efficient and much less expensive PV materials, 11 then the shape and spatial arrangement of the solar cells may be among the key remaining variables to optimize. For these reasons, it is interesting to address a simple question; what would the optimal shape of a solar cell be, if it were 3D? Naively, a reasonable 3DPV shape would appear to be a box open at the top made of double-sided solar cells, as this arrangement ͑here referred to as "openbox"͒ intuitively allows for light trapping by multiple reflections. However, the answer is not so straightforward, as light reflection, incident angle, position with respect to the sun, panel arrangement, and other factors define a complicated optimization problem.
In this letter, optimal 3DPV shapes are explored systematically using a combination of a genetic algorithm 12, 13 ͑GA͒ and a code we developed to compute the energy generated in one day by an arbitrary shaped 3D solar cell. The solarpower-collecting structures are defined as configurations of triangles in Cartesian space confined to a rectangular box volume whose face normals point North, South, East, and West. The triangles represent double-sided flat panel solar cells, and within the GA are allowed to evolve their coordinates independently to produce an optimized 3D structure. In the GA, candidate 3D structures are combined using operations based on three principles of natural selection, namely, selection, recombination, and mutation. Selection determines which structures will propagate to the next step, where they are modified by the recombination and mutation operators.
The "tournament without replacement" selection scheme 14 was used, in which s structures from the current population are chosen randomly and the one with the highest value of a fitness function proceeds to the mating pool, until a desired pool size is reached. In our simulations s = 2, and the fitness function corresponds to the energy that the individual structure produces in one day. Maximization of this energy is the single objective of our GA. The recombination step 15 randomly pairs 3D structures in the mating pool and with some probability ͑here 80%͒ crosses their triangle coordinates, causing the swapping of whole triangles. Finally, the mutation operator slightly perturbs each coordinate, for the purpose of searching more efficiently in coordinate space. These three operations are performed until convergence is reached, and a 3DPV structure with maximal energy production is achieved. A solar position algorithm 16 returned the azimuth and zenith angles of the apparent sun position as seen from the simulation location at successive time steps from sunrise to sunset ͑a time step of 12 minutes led to well-converged results͒. At each step, the simulation computed the total power incident on each triangle using raytracing to account for intercell shadowing and for the angle of incidence of the incoming light. 17 The number of triangles and the power conversion efficiency were kept fixed during a single simulation. The spectral-averaged power reflectance R was given as a function of incident angle. 18 19 Tests with a larger number of triangles ͑up to 1000͒ in the bounding volume did not show significant variation in the optimal 3D shape or energy produced. Energy values for 3D structures are lower bounds since we only implemented a single reflection per ray ͑to limit computation time͒ and did not account for ground reflections.
We optimized structures with a bounding-volume of area footprint ͑base area͒ 10ϫ 10 m 2 and height ranging from 2 to 10 m. Figure 1 shows the energy generated in a day as a function of the height of the GA-optimized 3DPV solar cell, compared to that of a flat panel of the same area footprint. The energy generated by the 3D structures scales linearly with height, thus leading to "volumetric" energy conversion. In addition, the power generated as a function of time during the day ͑inset, Fig. 1͒ shows a much more even distribution for 3DPV, due to the availability of cells with different orientations within the structure. The increase in power with height is dominant in the early morning and late afternoon, as expected, although the enhancement is broad in time and remains significant at all times during the day, even at midday. This even supply of power throughout the day can be "built-in" to a 3D structure, in contrast to power generated by a flat panel, which, without dual-axis tracking, decays rapidly around peak-time.
Interestingly, all the GA structures show similar patterns in their shapes, even for different heights. They contain no holes running across the bounding volume, which is necessary to intercept most of the incoming sunlight, and ͑less intuitively͒ they all have triangles coinciding with the 12 edges of the bounding box volume, so that they would cast the same shadow on the ground as the open-box. We emphasize that these patterns emerge from randomly generated structures, are not artifacts of the simulations, and are a fingerprint of emergent behavior resulting from the GA calculations. 20 The primary shape of the GA structure ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒ is a box with its five visible faces caved in toward the midpoint. A simplified, symmetric version of this was constructed, as shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ ; this idealized structure, which we refer to as the "funnel," generates only 0.03% less energy in the day than the original GA output, and therefore contains most key ingredients of the complicated GA structures.
We compared the energy generated by simple open-box shapes and the funnel structures through a figure of merit M, defined as the ratio of the energy produced in a day to the total area of active material used, and scaled to one for the flat panel case. As can be seen in Table I, Despite the relatively small increase in energy generation of the GA shapes compared to the open box, these structures shed light on some fascinating aspects of 3DPV and may give significant practical advantages. The increase in produced energy of the best-performing GA structures is due to a decrease in the total power reflected to the environment and an increase in power generated using light reflected from other cells. This is easily seen by first disallowing the absorption of reflected rays, which results in a loss of roughly half of the increase in energy production. The remaining difference is eliminated if reflections are completely disabled ͑case R = 0͒, in which case the open-box and GA structures generate the same energy to within 0.005% agreement.
We also investigated how significant changes in reflectance might alter the optimal results. A 3D architecture could in principle be optimized to capture light using multiple reflections while preventing shading of the active material, possibly limiting the need for expensive antireflective coatings. 2 Such approaches based on intercell reflections are already a technological reality. 21 We varied the reflectance in the simulations using R = 4.1%, 10%, 20%, and 50% for a fixed volume of 10ϫ 10ϫ 10 m 3 for all the shapes considered above, and performed separate GA optimizations for each value of R. Figure 3 shows that the performance decreases linearly in all cases for increasing reflectivity but with a much slower rate for the GA optimized structures than in all other cases. These trends indicate that for 3D solar cells it is possible to optimize the shapes such that materials within a relatively wide reflectance range can be used without significant deterioration of their performance, in contrast with current flat panel technology, deriving from intricate intercell coupling through reflection and reabsorption in 3DPV.
In summary, we have shown that 3DPV structures could provide substantially more energy in a day than flat panels of the same area footprint, and that shapes optimized using a GA approach may allow for significant materials saving and also the use of materials within a wide reflectance range without degradation of the device performance. The realization of such designs involves challenging practical aspects beyond materials selection, such as the assembly of the 3DPV architectures and the creation of 3D electrical connections and corresponding power electronics. Nonetheless, these results suggest that three-dimensionality presents interesting opportunities in PV design and solar energy generation.
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Extensive studies with unpolarized light are underway and will be discussed separately. Preliminary results suggest that the conclusions are consistent with this study, although unpolarized light leads to increased values of M due to the poorer performance of the flat panel. 19 We chose a typical for the average index of refraction ͑1.505͒ for organic active layers that would give R ϳ 4%. The efficiency was set to 6% to simulate the best performance of state-of-the-art polymer solar cells Ref. FIG. 3. ͑Color online͒ Energy produced in a day by PV structures made with materials of different reflectance, here defined as the ratio of the reflected power with the total incident power under solar illumination at normal incidence. The single-reflection approximation used here underestimates the energy produced at higher reflectance, so that the GA curve would have a smaller slope if the simulation accounted for infinite reflections.
